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INTRODUCTION

The overall situation prevailing in Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) is distended with violent
incidents of militancy and armed conflict over past few years making FATA as the most insurgent region
across the country. The escalating militancy has led the tribal people to get displaced in large masses to
IDP camps or host communities. The significance of the IDPs’ issue is not to be undervalued, even with
the approaching of the General Elections (2013) therefore FATA Research Centre held a seminar on the
Issues of Internally displaced persons (IDPs) titled ‘’IDPs in FATA: Issues and Challenges’’ on 30th April,
2013 in Islamabad1.
While working on dynamic grounds relating to FATA, FRC have noticed a vivid increase in the clashes
between the militant groups and security forces in Tirah Valley of Khyber Agency and consequently
escalation in the IDPs catastrophe. The government’s plan for the rehabilitation of IDPs has still not been
fully put into practice. This seminar assisted in understanding the end game of the migration as a result
of conflict and terrorism.
Internally Displaced Persons are defined as "persons or groups of persons who have been forced or
obliged to flee or to leave their homes or places of habitual residence, in particular as a result of or in
order to avoid the effects of armed conflict, situations of generalized violence, violations of human rights
or natural or human-made disasters, and who have not crossed an internationally recognized State
border" (Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement)2.They leave their homes to avoid the effects of
armed conflicts, situations of generalized violence, violations of human rights and natural or man-made
disasters. Countless dwellings in the region are absolutely shattered due to bomb blasts, shelling, drone
attacks and various other kinds of terrorist attacks making it a challenge to hold a stay in the region.
Like various other regions across the globe, FATA is also suffering from the crisis. The issue of IDP in
FATA emerged when the Afghan refugees migrated to FATA, yet the IDP situation in FATA has increased
surprisingly with the passage of time due to the increase in militancy and insurgency in the region.
As per FATA Disaster Management Authority (FDMA) statistics 2012, 374,819 families were registered to
take refuge in camps/hosts from FATA. 156,221of these families have returned to their homes while
163,102 families are still living as IDPs in camps or with hosts. The situation, particularly in Tirah Valley,
has escalated since the clashes between Islamist extremist militant groups have accelerated. Reports
have unveiled that clashes in Tirah Valley have affected at least 5,000 families and so did in Bara Tehsil.
Displaced IDPs have been moving to D.I Khan, Hangu, Kohat, Peshawar, Kurram, Tank and other safer
places for refuge. According to an FDMA report, around 90 percent of the IDPs would prefer to return to
their native lands than to integrate locally or resettle elsewhere.

1

30th April, 2013 at Hillview Hotel, Islamabad (Agenda is attached in annex)

2

(Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement, Introduction, para. 2)
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Three major factors contributed to amplify the generation of IDPs. The Military Operations in 2005
displaced about 80,000 people to live with host communities, ‘Operation Zalzala’ in NWA displaced
150,000 people, 23,000 inhabitants were put out of place from Mohmand Agency in 2007, in 2008
350,000 were displaced from Bajaur, 58,000 natives moved out of Kurram Agency after ‘Operation Kohe-Sufaid’ in 2007, in Khyber Agency various operations have displaced 75,000 residents till now. Millions
of people are displaced and are living in camps and host communities under critical circumstances.
Therefore, there was a need to address the issue at the first place to provide a platform for discussing
their issues and provided opportunities so far.
In the light of the above context, FRC’s seminar on the prevailing issue of IDPs focused on the following
objectives:
OBJECTIVES OF THE SEMINAR




Presenting the issues and challenges faced by the IDPs across FATA
To identify the factors influencing the lives of the IDPs and their demands
Role of (government, civil society) in rehabilitation of the IDPs
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GUEST SPEAKER’S PROFILES
FRC understanding the significance of the issue, needed a platform to present the issues and challenges
faced by the IDPs, brought the topic into discussion by government functionaries, intellectuals,
academics, civil society representatives, journalists, political analysts, students and IDPs of FATA.
The panel of speakers for the seminar was established keeping in view different perspectives of the
topic. FRC invited five renowned representatives of different institutions with the divergent expertise
i.e. from Upper House Parliament, Law Ministry, FATA IDP Shura, Provincial Disaster Management
Authority (PDMA) and Media. Following were the guest speakers who presented their point on the issue
under discussion:
AHMER BILAL SUFI (MINISTER OF LAW AND JUSTICE- CARETAKER)
Mr. Ahmer Bilal Sufi, an International law expert has served as the Minister of Law and Justice Caretaker
government 2013, did his graduation from Government College Lahore and his LLM from the University
of Cambridge in 1988. He was enrolled as an Advocate of High Court in 1988 and as an Advocate of
Supreme Court in 2000. His areas of expertise include Constitutional and International Law related
affairs and issues. Mr. Sufi has appeared in several cases before the Supreme Court of Pakistan having
national importance. He has also advised Government of Pakistan on several important legal issues.
SENATOR HAJI MUHAMMAD ADEEL (SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT ANP)
Senator Haji Muhammad holds a degree of Bachelors in Arts. He was elected as member of the
Provincial Assembly of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (formerly NWFP) for the first time in 1990 and was reelected in 1993 and 1997. He became part of the Provincial Cabinet in 1993 in the capacity of Minister of
Finance. He also served as Deputy Speaker of the Provincial Assembly of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa from
1997 to 1999. Currently, he is the Senior Vice President of the Awami National Party (ANP) Pakistan and
serves as the Parliamentary Leader of the party in the Senate of Pakistan. Senator Adeel is also a
member of the Senate Standing Committees of the House; Finance, Revenue, Economic Affairs and
Statistics; Planning and Development and Privatization; Defence and Defence Production and Rules of
Procedure and Privileges. His senate tenure started in March 2009 and concludes in March 2015.
JAN MUHAMMAD ACHAKZAI (JOURNALIST AND ANALYST)
Mr. Achakzai is Media Coordinator for Mulana Fazaul Rehman (JUI-F) and is a senior journalist, analyst,
author and human rights activist born in Pakistan, but also holds British Nationality. He is well known in
journalistic circles in London, Washington and Pakistan. He worked with the BBC World Service in
London from 1999-2007. Prior to Radio broadcasting career, he was associated with a newspaper
Balochistan Times, from 1994 to 1999. He authored Quetta Gazzette in 1994-95 and also contributed to
various Newspapers in Pakistan on various issues like democracy, nationalism, ethnicity and relations
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between Pakistan and Afghanistan, etc.
University of London.

He studied Economics, Government and Politics, at the

SYED ZAHEER-UL-ISLAM SHAH (D.G PDMA)
Syed Zaheer-ul-Islam Shah is the Director General Provincial Disaster Management Authority (PDMA).
He has been working as the Political Agent prior to join PDMA. Mr. represented the point of view of
provisional government. He has long standing as civil servant and performed bureaucratic
responsibilities at various levels. During his service tenure he spent a considerable time in all part of
FATA.
GUL BAT KHAN AFRIDI (HEAD OF IDP’S SHURA, FATA)
Mr. Gul Bat Khan Afridi is the head of Internally Displaced Persons Shura’ and a resident of Jalozai Camp.
He is a fair representative of the people residing in IDP camps in FATA. Mr. Gul Bat put forward the
issues and challenges faced by the IDPs and their demands to government on behalf of all the IDPs of
FATA.
IBRAHIM SHINWARI (POLITICAL ANALYST AND JOURNALIST)
Ibrahim Shinwari is a seasoned writer, journalist and political analyst belonging to Landikotal, Khyber
Agency. He works with Dawn and Voice of America as a correspondent in Khyber Agency, FATA. Mr.
Shinwari has served the Tribal Union of Journalists as President in 2010. He possesses a Masters degree
in Political Science from University of Peshawar. He has been working at Jalozai camp for an extended
period of time where he has written many articles on the plight of internally displaced persons. He has
exposed the challenges and pathos faced by the affected families residing in camps. Mr. Shinwari’s work
reflects his great concern with the challenges and issues faced by the inhabitants of FATA.
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KEY NOTES FROM THE GUEST SPEAKERS
JAN MUHAMMAD ACHAKZAI
Being a strategic analyst and representative of politico-religious party presented his views on the issue
and criticized the government-policies.












It’s the truthful time to address and analyze the picture of Internally Displaced Persons of FATA ,
and what have made them an IDP, “why these IDPs are IDPs’’ since the upcoming government
may lay its strategies and policies to address the issue.
It is a thought provoking question; that is why we have this situation today across FATA, and the
people who have lost their loved ones are living in miserable conditions. The major causes and
background for this migration is political upheaval scenario followed by militancy factor.
Giving an insight of the reasons he states that IDP problem is due to the flawed policy of this
coalition government on terrorism in FATA. Political parties were a part of that government in
Centre and in Provinces; they had a huge fund coming over from the United States on the name
of Anti-Terrorism and there was terrorism body at the central level rendered to act, that
demoralized and politicized the police and unfortunately witnessing their indulgence in terrorist
activities, further spoiling the situation in Karachi. They had a militant wing in Karachi, and
somehow they were involved in having said that they asked Army to launch military operations
in FATA.
Over the last 60 years these military operations continued, and they are still going on. Leaders
did openly support them and the third war started as bombardment and collateral damage to
their people as an outcome of the present government.
As a result of the long War on Terror we have suffered a lot by the hands of Taliban and
American attacks in the name of anti-terrorism attacks, Pakistan is not left with leaders, soldiers,
any workers and the public is also easy to access and reach to be targeted. `
As a net result, they are looking for reconciliation and negotiation with the Taliban in
Afghanistan. The state may have another FATA across the border in East and West of
Afghanistan for 2014 post US/NATO withdrawal from Afghanistan. This would lead to lessen the
damage and militancy in the area provided all stake holders give this a back and support.
Ultimately the decrease in militancy will lead to lessen up the issue of IDPs across FATA.
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IBRAHIM SHINWARI
As a journalist he observed and presented his independent findings on causes and effects of militancy
and consequently the plight of IDPs living in the camps.

















Militancy is a well known major factor responsible for IDP crisis in FATA, yet there are other
factors involved in displacing the people from regions of FATA. About 160,000-165,000 families
are displaced from FATA including Waziristan, Orakzai, Kurram, and Khyber. As per government
repatriation from Bajaur and Mohmand has been completed, yet there are several families living
as IDPs in camps and host communities. In Khyber Agency, Bara Tehsil is the most sensitive area
in this span of time that displaced about 78,000 families lately.
IDP phenomenon is old yet has re-emerged due to militancy factor over the past few years that
was not entertained by the government, who have started registering them for last 6 months.
The displacement in NWA, SWA, Bajaur and Orakzai was still seen even when there were no
military operations launched due to the militancy factor. The reason for this was that the
militant organizations were targeting their own rivals and moved to places in their search yet
the civilians got displaced from the insurgent regions to run for their lives. Those IDPs were
moved to Peshawar, Charsadda, Nawshehra, Mardan, Islamabad, Rawalpindi, Karachi,
Hyderabad, Multan, Fateh Jung etc.
Another reason for the migration of families was that the tribal heads and elders of the families
were persuaded to send their young boys to join the militant groups that they refused about.
Therefore, they had to bear incidents like kidnapping and receiving life threats and consequently
found it a better option to leave the places and move out to nearer secure regions.
The trade routes with Afghanistan commonly known as ‘smuggling routes’ yet they are the
economic sources for the tribal people. 80% of these routes are occupied by the militants
causing huge hazards to the movement of the locals.
Government was much prepared with the arrangements to settle the new IDPs from Tirah
Valley since it was a declared migration. There were many camps established namely Jalozai
Camp, New Durrani Camp and Togh Serai for FATA IDPs.
The conditions of IDPs in camps are miserable to a wider extent, when someone is living in a
tent leaving their homes and lifestyle is totally changed.
The private life of husband and wife is affected badly; they cannot talk to each other as there
are cloth tent next to theirs. Moreover, they are living with their adult girls and boys in the same
tent.
Problems to health in pregnant women are much more than any other like they are sleeping on
the floor, dietary patterns do not meet the nutritional values for a conceiving mother; it all has
made them psychological patients.
A person from Tirah Valley named Ali Akbar called Ibrahim Shinwari and said ‘’ This is my
number and address for verification, my first cousin 25-30 years has got divorced as her husband
said he cannot bear her living, food and shelter anymore after becoming an IDP ’’
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Women are confined to living in their tents in all seasons, all members’ including sisters,
brothers, nieces, nephews, daughter in laws, grandparents, and grandchildren in small
congested tents.
The IDPs in camps are having no access to television or any other recreational activity to engage
them in some constructive work rather than becoming psychopaths.
The economic system in FATA has totally collapsed, there are no markets left that were once run
by these IDPs, as the earning hands (male members) got deceased in episodes of armed conflicts
and today they have become beggars, asking for food.
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GUL BAT KHAN AFRIDI
Being an IDP and a resident of IDP camp (Jalozai), he explained the grave issues faced by the IDPs and
their needs on the whole.














The tribal people have given the society many sacrifices but now after becoming homeless due
to the above discussed reasons, IDPs have underwent extreme destitutions. Life in camps is very
difficult and is never like a home and “we have become jokers in front of the world’’.
The schools in camps are like the government schools, but when they are free from schools they
do not have any opportunity to work or study further. IDPs do not have any resources to buy
them books and get them admission in colleges. Although we want our children to become
educated and earn through reasonable occupation. They should get scholarships and quota
seats in Colleges and Universities.
Health problems faced by the IDPs in the camps must be addressed; the so-called hospitals in
the camps only entertain the general sickness and do not have any x-ray machines, ultra sound
machines and there is no treatment for hepatitis. For these services the patients are sent to the
hospitals in Peshawar on their own transport and finances, which is not feasible for majority of
the IDPs.
Mr. Gul Bat Khan requested the government to grant the IDPs of FATA as the status of Afghan
refugees in health concerns as they are treated in city hospitals for free. Government should
reserve wards for the IDPs in Peshawar hospitals to give them free medical facilities as the IDPs
cannot afford any expensive medical treatment on their own.
IDPs joined the camps in 2009, where the provision of food and quantity was satisfactory to an
extent by that time. But now the quantity of ration/food has decreased over the period of time
and our family is increasing as its four years no we are living in camps. The IDPs witnessed a
scarce supply of pulses every month. Lately the provision of tea and sugar has been stopped and
even the pulses are in scarce supply that needs to be fulfilled.
Regarding the newly displaced Tirah IDPs, they were not being registered over a month and now
the administration is pushing them to go to Kohat. These affected IDPs who still were not
registered and had no transportation facilities and possess no economic resources to move to
Kohat.
People of FATA have moved out from their hometowns and become IDPs in search of peace and
secure place, yet their security concerns are not addressed here by and large; the blast in Jalozai
camp took 18 civilian lives of IDPs and left many injured that has induced an air of insecurity and
among the IDPs nevertheless their families are not granted any aid. Over so as to no
government action is being taken for them while they have taken strict security measures for
themselves only. Camps are open from all sides and are easily accessible to any insurgent for
carrying out terrorist activities. There is an urgent need to take security measures across the
camps or deploy security guards to protect the families.
Swat, Malakand, Buner IDPs were given much importance by media, government, civil society
and other functionaries, but the IDPs of FATA are left at the hands of miseries and no significant
action is taken out for them.
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Camps are extremely hot in summers and cold in winters, there is no electricity in the camps for
the past many days because the bill is not paid, however, the management of PDMA accuses
FDMA to be responsible and vice versa but no one else is affected by the situation else than the
IDPs. The vicinity areas are not getting through any load shedding but the IDP camps are
undergoing the energy crisis due to the negligence of the institutions. The difference in the
climate of Tirah Valley and Jalozai Camp/ other camps is much more than the endurance power
of the tribal people including children and women, leaving them worn out. The heavy storms
and rains damage the IDP camps making them torn out and wet that lead to cause huge
commotion among the people speaking of accommodation issues.
The young residents of camps are unemployed and need some vocational centers to get skill
training to help those finding sources for living once they get back to their native land.
Problem is taken to the office of provincial government, are referred to the federal government
and vice versa, therefore the issues of IDPs remain unaddressed. The IDPs of Bajaur and
Mohmand Agency were taken care of and are repatriated; now the camps are having only
Khyber Agency IDPs who need work to meet the needs of their families, however maximum jobs
of chokidar/security guards and businesses are with the IDPs of Bajaur and Mohmand.
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SYED ZAHEER-UL-ISLAM SHAH
He discussed the support provided to IDPs by the government, in note of presenting state’s official point
of view on the issue and implementation of state policy.















The IDPs of FATA are living in grave miseries due to militancy, despite its strategic location being
lucrative, having borders with China, Afghanistan, and Middle East is tempting for the foreign
invaders.
The history of FATA have underwent many upheaval situations like the emergency situation in
FATA is since the earthquake in 2005 resulting in generation of IDPs and thereafter the conflict
and militancy factor aided IDPs crisis in 2008 and then the floods came in 2009-10. Moreover, a
million of the Afghan Refugees were entertained for over almost three decades.
IDPs in FATA and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa have been hosted by the government camps; about
165,427 families (774,594 persons) are displaced and out of these 10% are living in camps and
90% in host communities. Following is the detail of the IDP camps and its residents.
o Jalozai
12,590 families
o Togh Sarai
1,159 families
o New Durrani
3,017 families
Regarding the return of IDPs, all 2.4 Million IDPs have returned to Malakand who were provided
with free transport and return package. Similarly Bajaur, Mohmand, Orakzai, SWA and Kurram
agency IDPs have returned whose areas were cleared and Khyber agency IDPs have not
returned. The return package included NFIs (Non-food Items) stoves, hygiene kits, food for
work, they were also given cash grant and house compensations by the government.
Jalozai camp was established in 1980 for Afghan Refugees that hosted more than 40,000
refugee families and was closed in June 2008. The camp was re-established for IDPs from Bajaur
in November 2008 that has hosted up to 35,000 IDP families from Bajaur, Mohmand, and
Khyber Agency (FATA) and Swat, Buner (Malakand/KP) over the time.
The camp has been sub-divided into three administrative camps each headed by a PDMA Sub
Camp Administrator and one camp in-charge from PDMA is for the entire camp.
PDMA is responsible for security, law & order, camp administration and coordination.
Nevertheless UNHCR, through its partnership is doing on ground efforts for protection,
registration, provision of shelter and household (NFIs) assistance, community outreach services,
mapping, site planning and land leveling along with camp coordination and camp management.
Various clusters working in Jalozai Camp, Inter-cluster coordination is done by UNOCHA,
protection by UNHCR (IRC, NRC), child protection by UNICEF (CERD), Gender Based Violence by
UNFPA, UNWOMEN (KK, World Vision), food security by WFP (BEST), water, sanitation, and
hygiene by UNICEF (SSD, Lassoona, BEST, Seed) and health by WHO (CAMP, Merlin), emergency
shelters and NFIs are provided by UNHCR (FRD, NRC, SRSP), education by UNICEF (IRC, Muslim
Aid) nutrition by UNICEF (Merlin, CERD) Camp coordination and Camp Management – PDMA,
UNHCR, mass/public information – IOM, liaison with Provincial Secretariat is carried out by
FDMA.
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WFP provides standard monthly food ration package to all in-camp and off-camp IDPs, the
package contains 50 kg wheat flour, 30 kg rice, 4.5kg vegetable oil, 1kg salt, 8 kg pulses, 2.25kg
high energy biscuits etc.
He claimed that the facilities provided in the camps are; individual kitchens, seven basic health
units supported by Khyber Agency, two psychotherapy center by UNICEF, education, electric
water coolers, women community centers, two women and children friendly health spaces,
three mother child health (MCH) centers and regular polio campaign by government/WHO are
carried out.
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SENATOR HAJI MUHAMMAD ADEEL
Being representative of political party that took part in collation government presented the policy and
concerns of his party.














It is indeed a thought provoking subject matter to address the reasons of militancy in FATA that
once had been the safest place in the country, where not a single solider was deployed to fight
the borders. The militancy in the region has caused the huge migration and displacement of the
tribal people, but only 10% of the IDPs are living in camps in KPK while 90% IDPs are led to live in
host communities at various places in Punjab and Karachi.
The funds/donations and items from various donors for the IDPs like Mr. Zaheer ul Islam claimed
to have given them must be right but the question arises whether these funds and GIKs (gift in
kinds) have reached to the beneficiaries or been disappeared in the way before reaching the
affected, therefore the IDPs argue and question, the government must admit that corruption is
there in between in all provinces and offices.
The identity of people is mocked off even while living in their respective provinces and areas.
The Pushtuns are represented by their areas and regions not names like FATA, NWFP. The IDPs
of FATA are even losing their identity as persons and part of nation, they are referred to as
“IDPs’’ and they are losing their own identity.
The history of in insurgency in FATA goes long since the promulgation of Frontier Crimes
Regulations by the colonizers, with a very few logical perspectives, the terrorists attacks and
activities were escalating day by day. 1000 Maliks were killed in the episode of militancy; the
security situation day by day increased to a drastic level and led the civilians of FATA to migrate,
as there is no activity for youth and they ultimately become a part of uprising in the region. The
reasons for migrations are low literacy rates, females are not permissible to seek modern
education, only 3% literacy rate of females in FATA and 5% of Pushtun women understand and
speak Urdu, radio stations of Taliban that Tribal are bound to listen to, the radio plays jingles
about the Taliban group, preaching of Taliban school of thought, that government broke down
the stations in Swat, Bara and other places, a few would be left over now.
IDPs of FATA are also the same people who were living as subsidiary to the men in power and
yet are living in even perilous conditions while residing in camps.
The underdeveloped areas sans of any opportunity to be educated, trained and employed may
easily fall a prey to the terrorists’ allurement who may offer money as well as certain coercive
power to exercise where youth is living an under-privileged life. The situation in FATA has
brought these young brains to annihilative agendas as their activities.
If the factor of militancy is excluded from the region the valleys are beautiful sceneries and are
welcoming to not only the Diasporas but the tourists also.
ANP is offering the militant groups for peace talks to finish off the terrorism in the region and is
ready to forgive blood of 800 martyred of ANP personnel if it can bring any peace to the region
despite being Pustuns who are known for taking revenge.
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AHMER BILAL SUFI
Being highest government official in the ministry of law talked about causes of the issue of IDPs i.e.
extremism and militancy, and its legal implications from the state’s point of view.













Pakistan is facing a terrible time in terms of challenges and hurdles in governance and
eliminating conflict in the region, for that, it is holding numerous international treaties and
instruments are ratified related to counter-terrorism and that has created an obligation over
Pakistan; that is argued to take susceptive measures on international conventions, security
council bindings and resolution. The state is required to take those arguments as a compulsion
of legal stand point of International Law but keeping in view the situation in Pakistan, different
perspectives come across such as, why one Muslim is standing against another Muslim, another
perspective is that all Muslims are together and if one is in crisis, other must help him out etc.
It is of great significance to analyze the issue of militancy and IDPs with the legal and
constitutional perspective to overcome the related ambiguities.
According to the Constitution of Pakistan, under Article-256 there must be no private Army of
any non-state actor despite belonging to any group. Therefore any person who raises an army
within the state and acts against his own people, transforming into the terrorists strikes, and
consequently is considered like wages war against the state. Hence, then it is the state’s
responsibility to fight against them and apply the clauses upon them.
Article 5 of the Constitution makes it clear that one must be obedient to the state or
constitution and cannot withdraw his loyalty. In case of FATA terrorism, it is a war on the State
through terrorist strikes that one is defying the Constitution of Pakistan. It is not the traditional
terrorism that was against the people but not against the State. Today’s terrorist is attacking
the State, carrying out a war and wanting to implement his own constitution, bindings and
policies condemning the national constitutional framework.
Therefore, it is the prime responsibility of Pakistani citizens, political forces, state institutions to
strive for the implementation of the constitution of Pakistan in all the territories through Police,
Army or Peace forces to abandon the unlawful private armies rebelling against Pakistan.
From Islamic perspective, preaching the Sunnah of our beloved Prophet Hazrat Muhammad
(PBUH) backs the context as it is Islamic obligation to stand by your pledge, those treaties and
conventions that are agreed upon with the international institutions are in thousands, yet to
obey these treaties is Sunnah an Islamic compulsion. Our prophet was an ultimate legal expert
and international lawyer who integrated the state of Macca and Madina through these treaties.
The leaders from the history of Islam, were abiding by the principles of Islamic law, but now the
time has changed; the UN charter got formulated in 1945 and declared that boarders as the
ownership of the respective state and crossing the boarders without its permission will be
considered as ‘’intervention’’. The law of 1945 is different than the thousands years old law, this
change has not been redressed hardly by any Islamic scholars to give a comprehensive study on
the Islamic legal perspectives with respect to the UN charter of 1945. Rather they do not
understand it, yet it has similar schools of thoughts in honoring the pledges. The dilemma is that
the clarity of this law has still not reached the Muslim religious scholars/Mullahs. Therefore, the
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mindset of these scholars is depicting the thousand years old law, they only take that paradigm
for this era concerns and reflect it in their discussions in Masjids and preach ‘’Jihad’’ as the
foremost pillar of Islam for believers of Islam and its followers.
A citizen can raise voice against the atrocities of the practices in the state yet he cannot act
against it constituting non-state actors intervention according to the constitution of Pakistan,
this is not clear among the scholars and citizens of our society who are practicing in building up
the private armies against the groups, while going against the constitution and causing
insurgency in the region. (e.g. sending private armies to Kashmir, Afghanistan on the name of
Jihad and Islam). This discourse is required to be flowed down to the citizens for having a
peaceful environment across the state.
For dispersion of this clause as per the legal bindings, Provincial government is asked to prepare
the sets of international laws on implementation of treaties is not the mandate of them but the
provincial government. To disperse the fundamental laws on treaties and information,
translation of these words must be reached to the Maddrassas to become a part of their
curriculum so to rectify the misconceived doctrines. There is a gulf between the practicing
parties and the legal bodies that the state to eradicate to gain uniformity among the concepts
and practices. It would be the first and foremost step forward to eliminate extremism and
radicalization.
In a meeting with Secretary General OIC (Organization of Islamic Cooperation) Mr. Ahmer Bilal
suggested to formulate a think-thank among all Muslim countries to compile, translate and
disseminate all agreements and treaties made by them to be comprehensible and lucid for the
Muslim world.
Advancement in bringing up a better understandable system of law and justice, all the
international laws upon which the Islamic countries are answerable must be translated into
Urdu and all provincial languages to reach to the conventionalists to descend the militancy
factor.
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CONCLUSION
People from different walks of life including politicians, diplomats, civil society activists, academicians,
researchers and students participated in the seminar while debating the issues of IDPs, security and
peace in FATA.
The main reasons for the ascending issue of Internally Displaced Persons as discussed in the seminar are
militancy and military intervention. The extremist Islamist groups have been causing havoc to the
residents of FATA leaving them with no other option but to migrate. The lives of IDPs have reached up to
the worst level of living as a human being begging even for food. During the question answer session,
the participants commented over the situation in FATA in terms of IDP crisis, that the high profile figures
in their speeches and addresses agree to sort out the issue of IDPs but no concrete steps have been
taken yet for their rehabilitation and uprooting the fundamental cause of the plight. Generally we also
come across the statistics narrating the support provided to the IDPs and steps taken for their
repatriation by the government offices working for the displaced persons in crisis, yet at the seminar it
was exposed by the IDP representative Mr. Gul Bat Khan and Senator Haji Muhammad Adeel that the
amount of work done and funds granted may be right but the question arises whether those have
reached to the destination, the IDPs, or not. The answer is in negative note since the dilemma of
corruption in our country is persistent at all levels, and do not even spare the destitute displaced people.
The seminar also brought to the forefront that there is a massive contradiction in claims of different
stakeholders on duty bearer side (govt. official and aid agencies) and right holders (the beneficiaries).
The made arrangements for the IDPs are not enough to meet their entire needs, leaving them in agony
of being hapless. The provision of goods for families is cutting down on quantity and quality as well.
According to the Guiding Principles on IDPs it is the prime responsibility of the government to take care
of those displaced persons. Policies have to be laid with legal perspectives to overcome the militancy
factor aiding generation of IDPs. The demands of the displaced persons put forwarded must be
addressed to keep the IDPs out of the miseries and bring about a better future for them.
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ANNEXURE
AGENDA
Topic: “IDPs of FATA: Issues and Challenges”
Date: April 30, 2013
Timings: 2:00 pm to 5:30 pm
Venue: Kiran Hall, Hillview Hotel, F-7 Jinnah Super market, Islamabad
Speakers:

Ahmer Bilal Sufi
(Minister of Law and Justice)
Senator Haji Muhammad Adeel (Awami National Party)
Syed Zaheer-ul-Islam Shah
(D. G PDMA)
Gul Bat Khan Afridi
(Head of IDP’s Shura, FATA)
Ibrahim Shinwari
(Political Analyst and Journalist)

Time

Activities

Owner

2:00- 2:30

Arrival of Guests and Registration

Ms. Zakia Rubab Mohsin

2:30- 2:40

Purpose and Agenda

Mr. Muhammad Zaheer Khan

2:40- 2:55

Welcome Address

Dr. Ashraf Ali

2:55- 3:10

Mr. Ibrahim Shinwari

4:10- 4:50

Migration: Causes, Factors and
Consequences
Issues and Demands of IDPs and their
Pursuits
Government’s Priorities on Improving
IDPs Rehabilitation in FATA
Political strategies for IDPs: A way
forward
Status of IDPs: State Laws vs. Human
Rights Law
Discussion, Question and Answer

4:50- 5:05

Conclusion, Thanks and Adjournment

Dr. Ashraf Ali

5:05

Hi-Tea

All participants

3:10- 3:25
3:25- 3:40
3:40- 3:55
3:55- 4:10
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Mr. Gul Bat Khan Afridi
Mr. Syed Zaheer-ul-Islam Shah
Mr. Haji M. Adeel
Mr. Ahmer Bilal Sufi
Open
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PRESS RELEASE

Federal Minister for Law Justice and Parliamentary Affairs, Ahmed Bilal Sufi, said that people should be
aware of Pakistan's international commitments to tackle the issue of extremism and terrorism. Pakistan
has signed several treaties to counter terrorism which has legal binding on the country, hence "we need
to distinguish between pressure and obligation," said Bilal, while addressing to a seminar titled
"Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) of Fata: Issues and Challenges", organized by Fata Research Centre
here on Tuesday.
Other speakers on the occasion linked peace in the country with peace in Fata, saying the main reason
behind current unrest and lawlessness is a conspiracy of international players to achieve their own
vested interests. They highlighted the plight of the IDPs living in different camps in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
who were prone to a number of maladies. The speakers brought into limelight the issues of IDP's amidst
the persisting wave of extremism and militancy in Fata and urged the government to 'do more' for their
rehabilitation.
Senior vice president of Awami National Party (ANP) Senator Haji Muhammad Adeel said that the party
is ready to forgive the blood of slain workers and leaders, if militants resort to table talks seriously. He
further said that the previous government signed agreements with militants; however they later started
challenging the Constitution of the country. Due to efforts taken by the previous government, peace was
restored in Malakand division. Regarding IDPs, Adeel said that government is making all-out efforts to
provide health and education facilities to the militancy-affected people. Fata students were being
provided quota in all colleges and universities of the province, he maintained.
Ibrahim Shinwari a political analyst said that the number of factors that compelled people to displace
was due to escalated militancy, poor law and order situations and occupation of trade routes by the
militants across the Fata. Drone strikes, suicide bombing and other terrorist activities have affected the
innocent civilian population in the Federally Administered Tribal belt due to the ongoing conflict, he
maintained.
He added that elders had been forced by the militants to send young people to their groups while
capturing their sources of livelihood, resulting in mass migration from Fata.
Syed Zaheer-ul-Islam Shah, Director General Provincial Disaster Management Authority (PDMA) said
that people of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa and Fata have not been suffering due to their own faults, but due
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to the vested interests of international community. DG PDMA informed the audience that IDPS from
Bajaur, Mohmand and Orakzai had returned to their home while phase-wise repatriation of IDPs of
Kurram and South Waziristan is in process.
DG PDMA said that 165,427 families are still living as IDPs, adding that more than 19,000 IDPs recently
emerged from Khyber Agency are still living as IDPs. Gul Bat Khan Afridi the head of IDP Shura said the
recent blast in Jalozai Camp claimed more than 18 lives, but still no security measures have been taken
for the camp, but ironically camp management has taken strict security measures for themselves.
Dr Ashraf Ali president Fata Research Centre said that until and unless the issue of terrorism and
militancy is resolved, the rehabilitation of Fata IDPs seems day dreaming. The Research Centre also
launched a report revealing the security situation in Fata during the first quarter of 2013, unveiling that
people of Fata faced numerous terrorist attacks during the first quarter of 2013.
The report reads that from January to March 2013, 120 violent incidents took place causing 639 killings
and 362 injuries across Fata. The insurgency in Khyber Agency exceeded to an alarming stage during this
period. According to the statistical data revealed in the security report, the highest number of casualties
among the seven agencies was reported in Khyber Agency where 371 people were killed and 117
injured. The major portion in these killings resulted due to clashes among different militant groups,
triggering massive displacement of the affected masses from the agency.
During the question-answer session, the participants commented upon the situation, saying that high
profile figures usually in their speeches say that the issue of Fata IDPs must be sorted out, but no
concrete steps have been taken yet for their rehabilitation. People from different walks of life including
politicians, diplomats, civil society activists, academicians, researchers and students participated in the
seminar
while
debating
the
issues
of
IDPs,
security
and
peace
in
Fata.
http://www.brecorder.com/general-news/172/1181044/
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IDPs of FATA: Issues and Challenges
Posted on May 3, 2013
FATA Research Centre held a seminar titled ‘IDPs of FATA: Issues and Challenges’ and launched a report
pertaining to the security situation of FATA here at a local hotel.
Speakers of the seminar highlighted the plight of the Internally Displaced Persons living in different
camps in Khyber Pakhtoonkhwa who were prone to a number of maladies. The speakers brought into
limelight the issues of IDP’s amidst the persisting wave of extremism and militancy in FATA and urged
the government to ‘do more’ for their rehabilitation.
The chief guest of the seminar, Ahmer Bilal Sufi, Caretaker Federal Minister for Law, Justice and
Parliamentary Affairs said that people should be aware of Pakistan’s international commitments to
tackle the issue of extremism and radicalization “We need to distinguish between pressure and
obligation”.
While addressing at the occasion Senator Haji Muhammad Adeel a prominent leader of Awami National
Party said, “We’ll forgive the blood of slain ANP workers if militants resort to table talks seriously”.
Ibrahim Shinwari a political analyst said, “The number of factors that compelled people to displace due
to escalated militancy varies across the FATA. Drone Strikes, suicide bombing and other terrorist
activities have affected the innocent civilian population in the Federally Administered Tribal belt during
this prolonged conflict”.
He added that elders had been forced by the militants to send young people to their groups while
capturing their sources of livelihood. This also caused mass migration from FATA.
Syed Zaheer-ul-Islam Shah, Director General Provincial Disaster Management Authority said, “People of
Khyber Pakhtoonkhaw and FATA have not been suffering due to their own faults but due to the vested
interests of international community”. DG PDMA informed the audience that IDPS from Bajaur,
Mohmand and Orakzai had returned to their home while phase-wise repatriation of IDPs of Kurram and
South Waziristan is in process.
DG PDMA said that 165,427 families are still living as IDPs. He added that more than 19,000 IDPs
recently emerged from Khyber Agency are still living as IDPs.
Gul Bat Khan Afridi the head of IDP Shura said the recent blast in Jalozai Camp claimed more than 18
lives but still no security measures have been taken for the camp but ironically camp management has
taken strict security measures for themselves.
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Dr. Ashraf Ali president FATA Research Centre said, “Until and unless the issue of terrorism and
militancy is resolved, the rehabilitation of FATA IDPs seems day dreaming”.
FATA Research Centre, an Islamabad based think tank, also launched a report revealing the security
situation in FATA during the first quarter of 2013 at this occasion. The report unveiled that people of
FATA faced numerous terrorist attacks during the first quarter of 2013.
The report reads that from January to March 2013, 120 violent incidents took place causing 639 killings
and 362 injuries across FATA. The insurgency in Khyber Agency exceeded to an alarming stage during
this period.
According to the statistical data revealed in the security report, the highest number of casualties among
the seven agencies was reported in Khyber Agency where 371 people were killed and 117 injured. The
major portion in these killings resulted due to clashes among different militant groups. This infighting
resulted in displacement of affected masses from the agency.
During the question answer session the participants commented upon the situation saying that high
profile figures usually in their speeches say that the issue of FATA IDPs must be sorted out but no
concrete steps have been taken yet for their rehabilitation.
People from different walks of life including politicians, diplomats, civil society activists, academicians,
researchers and students participated in the seminar while debating the issues of IDPs, security and
peace in FATA.
FATA Research Centre Islamabad (www.frc.com.pk)
http://www.asiadespatch.org/2013/05/03/idps-of-fata-issues-and-challenges/

FATA Research Center Islamabad

Islamabad, May 01: Caretaker Federal Minister for Law, Justice and Parliamentary Affairs Ahmer Bilal
Sufi said that people should be aware of Pakistan’s international commitments to tackle the issue of
extremism and radicalization.
The Minister added that Pakistan is the signatory of quite a few international treaties to counter
terrorism which has legal obligations on the state of Pakistan, hence “We need to distinguish between
pressure and obligation”.
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Sufi also added that the recent shift, from inter militant-groups’ fight to war against the state and its
people, in militant activities created havoc in the society. Constitutionally militancy against state and its
people is intolerable hence be countered as it created variety of problems along with the issue of IDPs.
Such views were expressed by the Law Minster here at a seminar ‘IDPs of FATA: Issues and Challenges’
organized by FATA Research Centre.
Speakers of the seminar highlighted the plight of the Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) living in
different camps in Khyber Pakhtoonkhwa who were prone to a number of maladies. The speakers
brought into limelight the issues of IDPs amidst the persisting wave of extremism and militancy in FATA
and urged the government to ‘do more’ for their rehabilitation.
While addressing at the occasion Senior Vice President of Awami National Party Senator Haji
Muhammad Adeel said, “We’ll forgive the blood of slain ANP workers if militants resort to table talks
seriously”.
He added that the previous government signed agreements with militants; however they later began
breaching the terms of agreements and challenged the constitution of the state that depicts their nonseriousness in resolving to peace and stability, hence militants cannot be trusted.
Ibrahim Shinwari a political analyst said, “The number of factors that compelled people to displace due
to escalated militancy varies across the FATA. Drone Strikes, suicide bombing and other terrorist
activities have affected the innocent civilian population in the Federally Administered Tribal belt during
this prolonged conflict”.
He added that elders had been forced by the militants to send young people to their groups while
capturing their sources of livelihood. This also caused mass migration from FATA.
Syed Zaheer-ul-Islam Shah, Director General Provincial Disaster Management Authority said, “People of
Khyber Pakhtoonkhaw and FATA have not been suffering due to their own faults but due to the vested
interests of international community”. DG PDMA informed the audience that IDPS from Bajaur,
Mohmand and Orakzai had returned to their home while phase-wise repatriation of IDPs of Kurram and
South Waziristan is in process.
DG PDMA said that 165,427 families are still living as IDPs. He added that more than 19,000 IDPs
recently emerged from Khyber Agency are still living as IDPs. He added further only 10% of FATA IDPs
could get abode in camps while 90% of the IDPs moved the host families and relatives.
Gul Bat Khan Afridi the head of IDP Shura said the recent blast in Jalozai Camp claimed more than 18
lives but still no security measures have been taken for the camp but ironically camp management has
taken strict security measures for themselves. He further said people prefer going to their relatives and
other host families for shelter than to camps as the Pakhtoon culture of taking care of hosts and the
element of hospitality in Pakhtoonwali provides better support to IDPs than the government; that
considers the IDPs as parasite though it is taking care of only 10% of displaced people of war hit areas of
FATA.
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A tribal elder from Khyber Agency camped as IDP in Jalozai Camp expounded that the ways of Pakhtoon
life have been affected by the bad governance and militancy. He expressed that the Hujaras (Pakhtoon
Guest House) of Pakhtoon people have never been closed but the persisting failed policies of the state
compelled them to be homeless and made them beggars living in camps.
He added that governments often changed policies but did not improve; while complaining that MMA
exploited the religious fervor and ANP made the most of Pakhtoon nationalist sentiments along with the
traditions. “We have the knowledge and wisdom; don’t poke fun at us rather look into your failed
policies”, he warned the state functionaries who blame Pakhtoons for harbouring extremism and
militancy.
Dr. Ashraf Ali president FATA Research Centre said, “Until and unless the issue of terrorism and
militancy is resolved, the rehabilitation of FATA IDPs seems day dreaming”.
FATA Research Centre, an Islamabad based think tank, also launched a report revealing the security
situation in FATA during the first quarter of 2013 at this occasion. The report unveiled that people of
FATA faced numerous terrorist attacks during the first quarter of 2013.
The report reads that from January to March 2013, 120 violent incidents took place causing 639 killings
and 362 injuries across FATA. The insurgency in Khyber Agency exceeded to an alarming stage during
this period.
According to the statistical data revealed in the security report, the highest number of casualties among
the seven agencies was reported in Khyber Agency where 371 people were killed and 117 injured. The
major portion in these killings resulted due to clashes among different militant groups. This infighting
resulted in displacement of affected masses from the agency.
During the question answer session the participants commented upon the situation saying that high
profile figures usually in their speeches say that the issue of FATA IDPs must be sorted out but no
concrete steps have been taken yet for their rehabilitation.
People from different walks of life including politicians, diplomats, civil society activists, academicians,
researchers and students participated in the seminar while debating the issues of IDPs, security and
peace in FATA.
http://frc.com.pk/news/state-could-host-only-10-of-fata-idps-more-facilitiesdemanded/
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